This study aimed to investigate the validity and reliability of global (GPS) and local (LPS) positioning systems for measuring distances covered and sprint mechanical properties in team sports. Here, we evaluated two recently released 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS technologies together with one established 10 Hz GPS technology. Six male athletes (age: 27±2 years; VO 2 max: 48.8±4.7 ml/min/kg) performed outdoors on 10 trials of a team sport-specific circuit that was equipped with double-light timing gates. The circuit included various walking, jogging, and sprinting sections that were performed either in straight-lines or with changes of direction. During the circuit, athletes wore two devices of each positioning system. From the reported and filtered velocity data, the distances covered and sprint mechanical properties (i.e., the theoretical maximal horizontal velocity, force, and power output) were computed. The sprint mechanical properties were modeled via an inverse dynamic approach applied to the center of mass. The validity was determined by comparing the measured and criterion data via the typical error of estimate (TEE), whereas the reliability was examined by comparing the two devices of each technology (i.e., the between-device reliability) via the coefficient of variation (CV). Outliers due to measurement errors were statistically identified and excluded from validity and reliability analyses. The 18 Hz GPS showed better validity and reliability for determining the distances covered (TEE: 1.6-8.0%; CV: 1
Introduction
force-velocity and parabolic power-velocity profiles that reflect the entire neuromuscular capacities to produce external force and power in a horizontal plane as a function of the underlying velocity [21] . For team sport athletes, these profiles may be useful to optimize their acceleration and sprint capacities via more individualized training drills [22] . While it has been shown in the original validation study (when compared to force plates) that timing gates allow a valid estimation of sprint mechanical properties during field conditions [20] , one recent study reported poor validity for both 5 Hz and recently released 18 Hz GPS devices [23] . However, in this latter study, no timing gates but rather laser/radar derived velocities were used as the criterion measure [23] .Therefore, and due to the potential superior data quality of LPS compared to GPS [17, 24] , more research evaluating both technologies for estimating sprint mechanical properties during field conditions is warranted [23] .
This study aimed to test the validity and reliability of GPS and LPS for measuring distances covered and sprint mechanical properties in team sports. Here, we evaluated two recently released 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS technologies together with one 10 Hz GPS technology for which the validity and reliability in team sports has been established [12] . The defined distances covered combined with the timing gates were used as the criterion measure: (a) to allow a comparison with numerous existing GPS/LPS validation studies, which used the same methodological approach [1, 6, 8, 12] ; and (b) also because timing gates are the only available tool that has been directly validated against force plates to measure sprint mechanical properties during field conditions [20] .
Materials and methods

Participants and ethics statement
Six male team sport athletes (age: 27±2 years, stature: 1.77±0.04 m, and body mass: 80.0±2.8 kg, 3-4 training sessions per week) took part in the study. The athletes were further characterized by the following performance data that were assessed as previously described [25] : body fat: 14.5±3.4%; maximum oxygen uptake: 48.8±4.7 ml/min/kg; and counter movement jump height: 38.9±3.9 cm. The athletes were informed of the purposes, procedures, and potential risks of the study and provided written consent of their approval to participate. All of the procedures were pre-approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Wuppertal and were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Experimental design
In line with previous studies [13, 26, 27] , the validity and reliability of the positioning systems were examined by a circuit that was designed to mimic the fundamental movement patterns of most team sports in a standardized manner. The circuit consisted of various walking, jogging, and sprinting sections that were performed either in straight-lines or with CODs. Since movement patterns in many team sports also involve jumps [28, 29] , a horizontal jump over 1 m and performed as high as possible was included in one jogging section to better understand the influence of jumps on GPS and LPS derived distance measures, which has been overlooked by previous studies. To simulate the intermittent nature of team sports and to facilitate the data processing, standing periods over 5 s and 10 s were also included. The design of the circuit is shown in Fig 1. The circuit was conducted outdoors on a dry artificial-turf soccer field in suitable weather conditions (i.e., 20.8˚C temperature, 41.4% humidity, and a completely clear sky). After selfpaced warm-up procedures for 15 min and one familiarization trail, each athlete performed 10 repetitions of the circuit, which resulted in a total of 60 measures. For each repetition, the athletes were instructed: (a) to follow the marked path of the circuit as accurately as possible; (b) to maximally perform all of the sprints and jumps; (c) to reproduce the walking and jogging velocities; and (d) to stand still without upper body movements during the corresponding stationary periods. A 2 min passive recovery period separated each repetition. The duration of each standing and recovery period was acoustically controlled. Whilst the effort of the athletes was monitored by physiological measures during (i.e., via the heart rate) and after each repetition (i.e., via the capillary blood lactate concentration and rating of perceived exertion), using methods described elsewhere [30] , the capacities-skills to reproduce the circuit was assessed via timing gate measures (i.e., via the time to complete the entire circuit and each separate sprinting section).
During the circuit, the athletes wore two devices of each positioning system between the scapula in a custom-made sport-shirt. Beneath the sport-shirt, they also wore a tight-fitting compression-shirt to minimize uncontrolled device movements [16] . To exclude noise induced by the electronic radiation of the devices [16] , pilot tests showed that a between-device distance of at least 7 cm was required. Consequently, all of the devices were separated on the sport-shirt by 10 cm to eliminate this error source, which is a crucial technical aspect that has not been considered by previous GPS studies [16] .
To evaluate the validity of the positioning systems, defined distances combined with timing gates were used as the criterion measures. Therefore, within the circuit, all of the distances that were performed in a straight-line were measured with a measuring tape. For the sprinting section with CODs (Fig 1, section 1 ), 10 repeated trundle wheel measures were used to correct the theoretical distance (i.e., 22 m) for the additional distance covered through the four CODs [25] , which was 3.1±0.1 m. Thus, the distance of the sprinting section with CODs was corrected to 25.1 m. For the data processing, all of the sprinting sections (Fig 1, section 1 and 6-9) were equipped with double-light timing gates (Werthner Sport Consulting, TDS, Linz, Austria) positioned at 85 cm and 105 cm above the ground, respectively. For the sprinting sections, after standing still without upper body movements for 5 s, the athletes started 0.5 m before the first gate (Fig 1) as previously described [22] .
To evaluate the reliability of the positioning systems, the differences between the two devices of each system were investigated (i.e., the between-device reliability) as previously performed in many GPS studies [12] but not investigated in any LPS study to date. To eliminate systematic biases grounded on the left or right positioning of the devices on the body, especially during the sprinting section with CODs, their positions were balanced through the entire data assessment (i.e., within the athletes).
GPS and LPS technologies
To show potential progress, and in particular, to determine whether a true sampling rate above 10 Hz further improves the validity and reliability of the GPS [12] , recently released 18 Hz devices (EXELIO srl, GPEXE PRO, version M03, Udine, Italy) [31] were evaluated together with established 10 Hz devices (Catapult Innovations, MinimaxX S4, version 6.71, Melbourne, Australia) [32] . While the exact sampling rate of the recently released GPS devices is 18.18 Hz, we rounded the sampling rate to 18 Hz for allowing a more fluid reading. The 10 Hz devices were chosen as a representative GPS standard because these devices are frequently used in team sport practice and applied studies [33] and in numerous previous validation studies [12] , which collectively showed that these devices currently allow the most valid and reliable GPS assessment of team sport specific measures [12] . In accordance with previous studies [10, 34] , all GPS devices were activated 15 min prior to the data collection to allow for satellite lock, and the signal quality was determined via both the number of connected satellites and horizontal dilution of precision [16] . Both GPS technologies measured the instantaneous velocity via the Doppler-shift (i.e., from the changes in the time signals emitted by the satellites) [16] as reported by the manufactures [31, 32] .
To compare the validity and reliability between LPS and GPS technologies [6] , one recently released LPS (KINEXON Precision Technologies, KINEXON ONE, version 1.0, Munich, Germany) [35] was selected. This LPS was chosen because it operates at 20 Hz and allows (from this technical aspect) a comparison with the latest GPS using a similar sampling rate. The LPS was installed, calibrated, and checked for its accuracy by one technician from the manufacturer. Four meters around the circuit, 12 antennae and one base station were positioned at four meters above the ground. The devices worn by the athletes transmitted time signals via radio-technology to the antennae, which sent the signals forward via a wide local area network (WLAN) to the base station. Using all of the signals, the base station then calculated the actual x,y position of the devices within the circuit [35] . Subsequently, instantaneous velocities were computed by positional differentiation (i.e., distance over time, whereas the distance was obtained from the changes in the x,y positions within each signal) [16] . According to previous LPS studies [4, 8] and for simulating the data traffic, for example, of two soccer teams, 20 devices randomly placed on the ground within the circuit were additionally activated during the data collection. The setup of the LPS is also shown in Fig 1. 
Data processing
All data processing procedures were applied to the reported velocity data and measured split times derived by the positioning systems and timing gates, respectively, using custom-made spreadsheets incorporating macro-based calculations (Microsoft, Excel 2016, Redmond, WA, USA).
First, all velocity data, reported by the respective proprietary softwares (10 Hz GPS: Catapult Innovations, Sprint, version 5.1.4, Melbourne, Australia; 18 Hz GPS: EXELIO srl, GPEXE Web Application, version 2.7.34, Udine, Italy; 20 Hz LPS: KINEXON Precision Technologies, Kinexon Web Application, version 3.2.6, Munich, Germany), were passed through a low-pass Butterworth digital filter to eliminate noise.The filter was applied with a 1 Hz cut-off frequency and two passes as previously applied in GPS [36] and LPS [4] studies. Due to the large impact of the filtering techniques and also due to the unknown filtering specifications of the manufacturers [16] , all reported velocity data were consistently manually filtered to allow a fair comparison between the technologies [4] and replication by other researchers [16] .
From the filtered velocity data and their integration over the time, the distances covered during each single section of interest within the circuit were computed. Therefore, a velocity threshold of 0.2 m/s was used to detect the start and end of the walking and jogging sections (Fig 1,  section 2-5 ) as previously suggested [37, 38] , whereas a threshold of 2.0 m/s was applied to determine the start of the sprinting sections (Fig 1, section 1 and 6-9 ). The 2.0 m/s threshold was chosen because our athletes covered 48±1 cm before reaching this threshold (as measured on average by all positioning systems), thus allowing us to correct for the 0.5 m distances covered from the beginning of the sprints until the first timing gate, which has not been considered by previous studies. The end of each sprinting section was obtained from the timing gate information.
However, visual inspection of the GPS and LPS derived velocity data showed that there was considerable noise during standing, which resulted in a false accumulation of the distance covered. Therefore, the entire distance covered was calculated via two approaches: (a) from the start until the end of the circuit using the velocity threshold of 0.2 m/s; and (b) through the summation of the distances covered during each single section involving walking, jogging, and sprinting (i.e., without the standing phases). Through the differences between these two approaches, it was possible to quantify the observed noise during standing, which has not been previously reported. Three exemplary plots of the filtered velocity data and the resulting distance covered measured by the positioning systems during the circuit are presented in Fig 2. Finally, the sprint mechanical properties measured by the positioning systems and those assessed by the timing gates for comparisons were modeled as previously described in detail [20] . Therefore, the filtered velocity data and split times assessed during the sprinting section, which was performed in a straight-line (Fig 1, section 6-9 ), were analyzed. The following basic acceleration-(Eq 1), velocity-(Eq 2), and distance-time (Eq 3) functions were used [20] :
where V max is the theoretical maximal horizontal running velocity reached at the end of the acceleration phase and τ is the acceleration time constant. For the positioning systems, the filtered velocity data were fitted by the following function derived from Eq (2):
Then, the V max and τ were determined by the least-square regression method. Since it is known that velocity data during the initial acceleration phase are less reliable [39] , and in line with our velocity threshold to determine sprinting distances covered, only data with a velocity !2.0 m/s (i.e., v 0 in Eq 4) were included in the fitting procedure. Importantly, the missing Fig  1) . The vertical lines indicate the thresholds that were used to detect the start and end of the section within the circuit (see text). The entire distance covered was calculated twice: from the start to the end of the circuit (10) and through the summation of the single walking, jogging, and sprinting sections to correct for the noise observed during standing (10 Ã ).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0192708.g002
velocity data from 2 m/s to 0 m/s were interpolated. This procedure was necessary to consider for the unknown start times. For the timing gates and in consideration that our athletes covered 0.5 m before reaching the first gate (i.e., t 0 in Eq 5), the measured split times were corrected to determine the unknown start times, and distances covered were fitted based on Eq (3) accordingly:
Then, the t 0 and τ were again determined by the least-square regression method using the known distances at 5.5 m, 10.5 m, 20.5 m, and 30.5 m and split times (i.e., t 1 -t 4 ) as inputs. Finally, the V max was defined as the mean of the velocity at t 0 -t 4 using Eq (3). For the positioning systems and timing gates, all of the velocity data were finally computed from 0 s to 5 s using Eq (2). Thereon, the theorectical horizontal force (F) over time was modeled as follows [20] :
where m is the measured body mass and F aero is the required aerodynamic drag force to overcome during sprinting. The instantaneous F aero was calculated based on the measured environmental conditions during the data assessment,body height, and underlying running velocity as previously reported [20] . Then, the theoretical horizontal power output (P) at each instance was computed as follows [20] :
For statistical analyses, the theorectical maximal horizontal velocity (V max ), force (F max ), and power output (P max ) were analyzed. The applied data processing for modelling the sprint mechanical properties from the filtered velocity data and split times is visually summarized in Fig 3. For each technology, an exemplary plot for the filtered velocity data, modeled velocity data, and derived sprint mechanical properties is also shown.
Statistical analysis
For all statistical analyses, pre-built spreadsheets (Microsoft, Excel 2016, Redmond, WA, USA) for calculating measures of validity and reliability [40] as well as differences in means [41] were used. First, outliers due to measurement errors (e.g., caused by empty batteries or poor signal strengths) were excluded from the data sets. Outliers were defined as those values that were ! the mean ± the two-fold pooled standard deviation as previously performed in a GPS validation study [10] . Then, the descriptive data were calculated as the mean and 90% confidence interval (CI) for each single device and also for each positioning system by combining the results from both devices. Validity calculations were performed for the two pooled devices in comparison with the criterion measure, whereas reliability computations required an investigation of the differences between both devices of each positioning system (i.e., the betweendevice reliability).
While differences were consistently analyzed to detect systematic biases, the typical error of estimate (TEE) and typical error (TE) were computed for validity and reliability purposes, respectively [7] . To allow a comparison of our data not only between but also within each positioning system, the biases were consistently calculated in relative terms, whereas the TEE and TE were determined in both absolute and relative units. The relative TE was calculated as a coefficient of the variation (CV) [7] . Presently, there is no consensus regarding statistical thresholds that would indicate acceptable validity and reliability in this field of research [12] . However, as suggested in a recent review summarizing the evidence of all of the available GPS evaluating studies, the relative measures of validity and reliability were rated as good (TEE or CV: 0 to <5%), moderate (TEE or CV: 5 to <10%), and poor (TEE or CV: !10%) [12] . The trial-to-trial reliability of the athletes to reproduce the movement patterns within the circuit was also expressed and rated by the magnitude of the CV.
To potentially increase the understanding of our calculated validity and reliability measures, the signal quality indices and noise levels between both GPS and all positioning systems, respectively, were also compared. The differences in the number of satellites, horizontal dilution of precision, and distances covered during standing were analyzed by magnitude based inferences as described in detail elsewhere [7] . Briefly, the dispositions of the 90% CIs for the mean differences in relation to the smallest worthwhile differences (i.e., the pooled standard deviations multiplied by 0.2) were analyzed. Then, the likelihoods for the mean of one positioning system being higher, similar, or lower than the mean of the other positioning system were determined and qualitatively described using the following probabilistic scale: <1%, most unlikely; 1 to <5%, very unlikely; 5 to <25%, unlikely; 25 to <75%, possibly; 75 to <95%, likely; Exemplary plots for our applied data processing to model the sprint mechanical properties via the filtered velocity data and split times measured by the positioning systems and timing gates, respectively (B). For each technology, an exemplary plot for the filtered velocity data (A), modeled velocity data (C), and derived sprint mechanical properties (D) is also shown. GPS = Global positioning system; LPS = local positioning system. In (B), the grey functions show the data processing procedures applied to the filtered velocity data (A) measured by the positioning systems (i.e., exemplary shown for the LPS), whereas the black data represent the procedures applied to the split times assessed by the timing gates (see text). In (D), the theoretical horizontal force and power output is plotted over the modeled velocity (C) to exemplary show linear force-velocity and parabolic power-velocity profiles.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0192708.g003 95 to <99%, very likely, and !99%, most likely. If the likelihoods for being both higher and lower were !5%, the differences were described as unclear. Otherwise, the differences were interpreted according to the observed likelihoods [7] . To clarify the meaningfulness of the differences, effect sizes according to Cohen's d were calculated and interpreted accordingly: 0.0 to <0.2, trivial; 0.2 to <0.6, small; 0.6 to <1.2, medium; 1.2 to <2.0, large; 2.0 to <4.0, very large; and !4.0, extremely large [7] .
Results
Physiological effort and trial-to-trial reliability
During the circuit, the mean heart rate of the athletes was 85.6±2.6% of their maximum. The mean capillary blood lactate concentration and rating of the perceived exertion was 10.2±2.9 mmol/l and 14.4±0.6, respectively.
Overall, there was a good trial-to-trial reliability of the athletes to reproduce the movement patterns within the circuit as determined by their times for completing the entire circuit and each separate sprinting section (Fig 1) . The CVs of the times for completing the entire circuit over 129.6 m and sprinting over 25.1 m with CODs were 1.6±0.7% and 1.6±0.8%, respectively. The CVs of the times for sprinting over 5 m, 10 m, 20 m, and 30 m were 2.9±1.7%, 2.2±1.1%, 3.1±3.2%, and 1.6±0.8%, respectively.
Number of outliers
For the 10 Hz GPS, 18 Hz GPS, and 20 Hz LPS, 12, 24, and 19 data files were classified as outliers, respectively. Therefore, and considering that 120 data files were collected in total for each positioning system, the relative loss of data sets due to measurement errors was 10.0%, 20.0%, and 15.8%, respectively.
GPS signal quality
During the data collection and across both devices, the 10 Hz devices were connected to most likely a greater number of satellites (12.5±0.5) than the 18 Hz devices (9.6±0.5). The effect size of this difference was extremely large (d = 5.6). The difference in the horizontal dilution of precision between the two GPS technologies was trivial (10 Hz: 1.0±0.1; 18 Hz: 1.0±0.1; small effect size, d = 0.4). Between the two devices for each technology, all of the differences in regards to the number of satellites and horizontal dilution of precision were trivial along with trivial effect sizes (d 0.1).
Noise during standing
As quantified by the distances covered during standing (Fig 2) , the 20 Hz LPS (6.9±0.5 m) had most likely more noise than either GPS technologies (18 Hz GPS: 3.9±0.7 m; 10 Hz GPS: 3.5 ±1.8 m) along with very large effect sizes (d = 2.4-3.6). Furthermore, the 18 Hz GPS had very likely more noise compared to the 10 Hz GPS; however, the effect size was small (d = 0.3). Relating to the entire distance covered over 129.6 m, the relative noises for the 10 Hz GPS, 18 Hz GPS, and 20 Hz LPS were 2.7±1.4%, 3.0±0.6%, and 5.3±0.7%, respectively. Table 1 shows the descriptive data expressed as the means±90% CIs of the positioning systems for determining the distances covered and sprint mechanical properties. The data of the criterion measures are also presented. Table 2 summarizes the calculated relative biases and absolute TEEs that were computed to quantify the validity of the positioning systems for determining the distances covered and sprint mechanical properties. Excluding jogging over 10 m with a jump and τ, there were negative biases of both GPS technologies, whereas positive biases was found for the LPS with the exception of sprinting over 25.1 m with CODs, sprinting over 5 m, and τ. Overall, for the 10 Hz GPS, there were larger biases and TEEs followed by the 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS. These findings were most evident for the entire distance covered over 129.6 m, sprinting over 25.1 m with CODs, and sprinting over 5-30 m as well as theoretical F max and P max in consideration of only the TEEs.
Descriptive data
Validity for distances covered and sprint mechanical properties
Figs 4A and 5A show the relative TEEs that were used to qualitatively rate the validity of the positioning systems. All positioning systems showed good validity for the entire distance covered over 129.6 m, sprinting over 25.1 m with CODs, and sprinting over 30 m. The 20 Hz LPS demonstrated good validity for sprinting over 5-20 m. Conversely, the 18 Hz GPS showed moderate validity for sprinting over 5-10 m and good validity over 20 m, whereas the 10 Hz GPS demonstrated poor and moderate validity, respectively. The 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS showed good validity for walking over 10 m with a COD and jogging over 10 m with a jump, whereas the 10 Hz GPS showed moderate and poor validity, respectively. All positioning systems demonstrated a moderate validity for jogging and walking over 10 m each with the exception of the 18 Hz GPS that showed good validity for the latter (Fig 4A) .
All positioning systems demonstrated good validity for theoretical V max . While the 20 Hz LPS demonstrated moderate validity for theoretical F max and P max , both GPS technologies showed poor validity for these measures (Fig 5A) . https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0192708.t001
Validity and reliability of GPS and LPS in team sports
Reliability for distances covered and sprint mechanical properties Table 3 summarizes all calculated relative biases and absolute TEs that were computed to express the reliability of the positioning systems for determining the distances covered and sprint mechanical properties. Collectively, the 10 Hz GPS showed larger biases and TEs than the 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS. Again, these results were most clear for the entire distance covered over 129.6 m, sprinting over 25.1 m with CODs, sprinting over 5-30 m as well as theoretical F max and P max . Figs 4B and 5B show the CVs that were calculated to qualitatively rate the reliability of the positioning systems. All positioning systems showed good reliability for the entire distance covered over 129.6 m, sprinting over 25.1 m with CODs, and sprinting over 30 m. The 20 Hz LPS showed good reliability for sprinting over 5-20 m. While the reliability of the 18 Hz GPS was moderate for sprinting over 5 m and good over 10-20 m, the reliability of the 10 Hz GPS was poor over 5-10 m and moderate over 20 m. The 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS showed a good reliability for walking over 10 m with a COD, jogging over 10 m with a jump, and jogging and walking over 10 m each. The reliability of the 10 Hz GPS was poor for jogging over 10 m with a jump as well as moderate for walking over 10 m with a COD and jogging and walking over 10 m each (Fig 4A) .
All positioning systems demonstrated good reliability for theoretical V max . The 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS showed good reliability for theorectical F max and P max , whereas the 10 Hz GPS demonstrated poor reliability for both measures (Fig 5B) . https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0192708.t002
Discussion
In response to the circuit, the mean heart rates, lactate concentrations, and ratings of perceived exertion of our athletes were comparable to those observed during match play in various team sports such as soccer [42] , handball [29] , rugby [43] , basketball [44] , and field hockey [45] .
Since the CVs of the times for completing the entire circuit and each single sprinting section were all <5.0%, it can be concluded that our athletes showed high efforts [46] and were able to reproduce the movement patterns involved in the circuit [7] . Overall, this indicates that our (Fig 1) .
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0192708.g004
Validity and reliability of GPS and LPS in team sports circuit was appropriately designed to simulate fundamental movement patterns of team sports in a standardized manner, which is important to allow external valid conclusions for the positioning systems evaluated here. Although different methodological approaches were used, our validity and reliability measures of the 10 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS for determining distances covered were comparable to those reported in previous GPS [11, 13, 47] and LPS studies [1, 8] . However, our statistical outcomes of the 18 Hz GPS for determining sprint mechanical properties were worse than those (Fig 1) .
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0192708.g005 reported in one existing study, whereas the mutual relations of our validity and reliability measures for the theoretical V max , F max , and P max were similar [23] . No further data can be compared with the literature.
In relation to the older video-camera or recent LPS, the GPS presently allows the most time-efficient measurements of movement patterns in team sports [6] . Considering the reliability and validity for determining team sport-specific movement patterns, previous research has shown that 5 Hz devices were superior than 1 Hz devices [27, 34] and 10 Hz devices were superior than 5 Hz devices [11, 48] , whereas 15 Hz devices were unexpectedly not superior to 10 Hz devices [10, 13] . These observations suggest that the validity and reliability of the GPS is only affected by the sampling rate up to 10 Hz [12] . However, our study demonstrates that 18 Hz devices show an enhanced validity and reliability for determining distances covered and sprint mechanical properties compared to 10 Hz devices. Our findings were most evident for crucial team sport specific measures, such as the entire distance covered and short sprinting distances in a straight-line or with CODs, and also for new inverse dynamic modelled indices as theoretical F max and P max (Tables 2 and 3 ; Figs 4 and 5) . The most reasonable explanation for these discrepancies is that previous studies have examined 15 Hz devices [10, [13] [14] [15] that actually up-sample a 5 Hz signal via linear interpolation [14] , whereas our investigated devices operate at a true 18 Hz sampling rate, which potentially increase the chance to capture all of the relevant data during team sport-specific movement patterns, particularly changes in velocities [49] . Overall, a true sampling rate above 10 Hz further improved the validity and reliability of the GPS for determining movement patterns in team sports. Noteworthy, in addition to the sampling rate, other technical aspects may also influence the validity and reliability, including the antenna, microprocessor and its data processing algorithms, positioning of the devices on the body, and environmental conditions. Further research is warranted to investigate these factors [16] . Regarding environmental conditions potentially affecting the validity and reliability of the GPS [12, 16] , it is commonly reported in applied [36, 50] and validation studies [10, 34] for two indices of the signal quality, namely, the number of connected satellites and horizontal dilution of precision. Without scientific evidence for these two indices, values !6 and 1, respectively, are considered ideal [16] . While our indices satisfy these criteria, it is worth mentioning that the more valid and reliable 18 Hz devices were connected to fewer satellites than the 10 Hz devices despite no difference in the horizontal dilution of precision. Overall, these remarks underline the need to develop separate signal quality thresholds for all of the available GPS devices, below/above which data should not be interpreted [16] .
In contrast to the GPS that uses time signals emitted by satellites orbiting the earth [51] , the LPS functions in the opposite manner [24] such that the devices send time signals to locally placed antennae [2] . This different measurement principle primarily allows the LPS to: (a) operate at higher sampling rates [4] , which potentially enhances the validity and reliability for team sport specific measures [4] ; (b) work outdoors and indoors in any field surrounded by the antennae [6] ; and (c) miniaturize the devices (i.e., 49×33×8 mm and 15 g vs. 75×60×22 mm and 75 g vs. 88×50×19 mm and 88 g for the 20 Hz LPS [35] , 18 Hz GPS [31] , and 10 Hz GPS [32] , respectively), mainly because there is no need for storing data within the devices [24] . In team sports, this miniaturization aspect is a key prerequisite when aiming to investigate official matches for performance analysis without disturbing the athletes, for example, as required by the FIFA [52] , or to track the ball for tactical reasons [17] and combined with further objects, such as tibia guards, poles, or goals, also for technical skill analyses in the future [18] .
The validity and reliability of the GPS and LPS for determining movement patterns in team sports has, to our knowledge, only been compared in one previous study, showing inconsistent findings for measuring distances covered and maximal acceleration and velocity data [6] . Additionally, this previous study compared a low sample rate of 4 Hz and 5 Hz GPS with a 45 Hz LPS [6] , but unfortunately, this study resulted in no conclusion, which may indicate that the differences are related to clearly diverse sampling rates or measurement principles. With this in mind, a methodological strength of our study is that we compared one GPS and LPS technology operating at comparable sampling rates. Our outcomes demonstrate that the 20 Hz LPS had a superior validity and reliability for determining the distances covered and sprint mechanical properties than the 18 Hz GPS, and plausibly, also compared to the 10 Hz GPS. Again, the enhanced validity and reliability of the LPS was clearest for crucial team sport-specific measures (Tables 2 and 3 ; Figs 4 and 5). Our validity and reliability measures of the 20 Hz LPS for determining the distances covered were comparable with the those reported in previous studies investigating LPS technologies operating at obviously lower (i.e., 10 Hz) [1] and higher sampling rates (i.e., 45 Hz) [8] . Together, it can be expected that the improved validity and reliability of the LPS compared to the GPS is due to the different measurement principle [2] , which potentially permits the assessment of positional and derived velocity data at a higher quality [24] . However, compared to the GPS, it is also important to mention that the LPS has two main limitations, especially for practical purposes including: (a) higher acquisition costs [4] , which are mainly due to the more complex technical background; and (b) less flexibility [4] because it takes approximately 1-2 hours to install the antennae and calibrate the system. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the 20 Hz LPS, and also the 18 Hz GPS, had more outliers due to measurement errors compared to the 10 Hz GPS during our standardized conditions, which limits their practical applications at this time.
Our study also shows that the LPS had more noise than either of the GPS technologies as determined by the distances covered during standing (Fig 2) , which can be seen as a further limitation. In our study, the observed noise can be characterized by two phenomena, namely, (a) a shift in the zero-velocity line; and (b) an increase in the velocity due to performed turning maneuvers (Fig 2) . Since the second phenomenon was only evident in the 20 Hz LPS and 18 Hz GPS (Fig 2) , it can be speculated that the 10 Hz GPS devices use their integrated inertial sensors to eliminate this noise source. However, concerning the first phenomenon, the shift in the zero-velocity line was solely present in the LPS (Fig 2) . In this context, previous research suggests that the weather (e.g., heavy rain, fog, or snow) and environmental conditions (e.g., tall buildings or construction materials like metal) [2] , filtering techniques (e.g., cut-off frequencies or number of passes) [4] , and positioning of the devices in relation to the antennae (e.g., next to the antennae or in the middle of the field) [1] can impact LPS measurements. In our study, the weather and environmental conditions and applied filtering techniques were identical for all of the positioning systems, and therefore, the positioning of the LPS devices in relation to the antennae may explain why there was a shift in the velocity line. In fact, the shift was only observed during the standing periods separating both walking and jogging sections over 10 m (Fig 2, section 4 and 5), which were located at the corners of the circuit and close to the antennae (Fig 1) . This close proximity combined with the possibility that the sent signals were partially blocked due to the positioning of the devices on the back of the athletes may result in an inferior geometric dilution of precision [1] . Thus, for the LPS, a promising approach to cope with in this particular noise source may be to apply position-specific filtering techniques incorporating the positions and distances of the devices in relation to the antennae, which should be evaluated in future studies.
In addition to running, movement patterns of many team sports also involve frequent jumps [28, 29] . However, previous research has failed to examine the influence of jumps on GPS and LPS derived distance measures. Our study shows that a jump clearly decreases the validity and reliability of the 10 Hz GPS for determining the distances covered compared to the 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS (Tables 2 and 3 ; Figs 4 and 5). Since it is known that 10 Hz GPS devices have limitations for measuring maximal changes in velocities [53] , it can be speculated that the rapid changes in velocities occurring during the jump (Fig 2, section 3 ) within our circuit (Fig 1, section 3 ) account for these outcomes. These assumptions are important when aiming to investigate team sports involving numerous jumps, such as soccer [28] , via our tested 10 Hz GPS. Overall, these notes suggest that further research for determining jumps via positioning systems in team sports is warranted, most promising through inertial sensors [54] .
Previous research showed that the validity and reliability of GPS [12] and LPS [4, 8] decreased with higher movement velocities. Conversely, our statistical indices for walking and jogging over 10 m (Fig 2, section 4 and 5) were higher compared to those for sprinting over 25.1 m with CODs and sprinting over 30 m (Tables 2 and 3 ; Figs 4 and 5) . Thereby, it is likely that the noise of the LPS had an impact (Fig 2) , whereas both GPS technologies could have been influenced by few trees positioned approximately 10 m apart on the corresponding side of the circuit. However, trees next to one side of a soccer field can be seen as externally valid conditions for evaluating positioning systems in team sports.
While our study clearly increases the understanding regarding the validity and reliability of GPS and LPS technologies for determining movement patterns in team sports, it is worth mentioning that our findings were limited by the circumstance that no elite athletes took part. Therefore, the impact of higher velocity and acceleration/deceleration data, particularly reached by elite athletes, on our validity and reliability measures remains unknown. Since each athlete performed 10 trials of our circuit, there is also a possibility of a pseudo replication, which could have had an effect on our outcomes. More research to clarify these two aspects is needed.
Conclusions
This study shows that 18 Hz GPS devices had better validity and reliability for determining distances covered and sprint mechanical properties than 10 Hz GPS devices. Additionally, compared with both GPS technologies, 20 Hz LPS technology had superior validity and reliability overall. However, compared to 10 Hz GPS, 18 Hz GPS and 20 Hz LPS technologies had more outlieres due to measurement errors, which limits their practical applications at this time. While differences between both GPS technologies are likely caused by different sampling rates, differences between the GPS and LPS technologies may be related to the different measurement principles. Importantly, for team sports, each positioning system has its advantages and disadvantages that should be considered regarding the specific objectives. However, since physical performance differences (e.g., between or within teams) and training effects (e.g., according to the pre-or in-season) are small on an elite team sport level, the most valid and reliable accessible positioning system, namely here, the 20 Hz LPS is recommended to use for meaningful decisions.
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